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Art  
We are studying Georgia O’Keefe because her exhibit is currently featured at the SFMOMA.  
Some of your children have already taken home beautiful renditions in soft pastels worthy of 
framing!  Please try to visit this exhibit with the kids, if you can. 
 
Cooking/Culinary 
We made yummy crepes, from scratch, with cream cheese and fresh strawberry filling.  We 
learned that flour comes from wheat berries and that crepes are like a French pancake. We also 
made vegetable frittas with fresh tomatoes, mushrooms and kale. Students chopped and sliced 
their own veggies and helped me measure the ingredients.  Both dishes were a success, with 
many students requesting seconds. 
 
Science/Outdoor exploration 
Good News!  Remember that pretty green Tomato Worm from the garden we kept a few months 
ago that eventually formed into a chrysalis?  Well, it recently emerged, to our great surprise, as 
a large, black and grey moth.  Wow!  So we all observed the life cycle of a moth.  Pretty cool. 
 
Also, we’ve begun our life sciences curriculum by using our Living Reptile Museum to observe, 
evaluate, write, draw and learn about animal diversity and identification. In the next few weeks 
we will finish our study of exotic animals and intend to conclude this semester’s study with 
students creating their own “Animal Habitat Dioramas” of Rainforests, Desert Forests, and 
African Savannahs. We’ll use shoe boxes and other recyclable materials for our habitats. This 
project should help stimulate each student's innovative and artistic imagination while helping to 
cement the knowledge they have already learned. Please see photo example below. 
 

 
 
Music 
We have started our Ukulele lessons with some jingles and basic rhythm. Because of the 
uniqueness of this musical instrument, the students seem to stay engaged and focused on 
learning more about music as an expression of art and exploring more musical instruments like 
the Ukulele. 	  


